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THRIVE in short…
The extent and success of integration can be measured by the degree of parity or equality of
outcomes with other members of the receiving or host community. The THRIVE project will
directly address this 'parity gap' across the consortium by developing educational and
innovative solutions to actively bring people and cultures closer, and help female migrants
realise their true civic and social potential through education. Trust is also at the heart of
the matter; social inclusion happens at the local level, there is significant value in working
with local authorities and communities to cultivate a climate of mutual understanding, trust,
and cooperation that THRIVE will build upon. THRIVE aims to harness the potential for
learning within female migrant communities that comes with 'always on, always accessible'
mobile technology platforms.

THRIVE Transnational Partners Meeting in Lisbon (Portugal)…
On the 28th of January, the partners had a transnational meeting in Lisbon, in a hybrid
format. They agreed on the next steps for developing the project, having a very fruitful
working day in which they reinforced the cooperation and guaranteed the main outputs of
the project:
- Compendium of Interactive Infographic Integration Resources
- In-Service Training Programme
- Infographic Learning MOOC

Next THRIVE LTTA in Valencia (Spain)…
 Activity Title: THRIVE In Service Training.
 Place and date: Valencia (Spain), 24-26 May 2022.
 All partners will send appropriate and affiliated adult education tutors, intercultural
mediators, trainers and guidance experts to this event in Spain, in order to share
experiences, learn from each other and develop positive working relationships for
the future.
 The Thrive in service training programme will comprise a total of 50 hours of
learning. This will include a special 3 day, 21 hour face to face training programme in
the practical skills for supporting third country nationals and female migrant
learners, including developing new tutoring approaches, facilitation skills,
communication skills, intercultural awareness, managing diverse groups and working
with learners from different cultures. The balance of the in service training of 29
hours will be provided as self-directed learning supported online through the MOOC.


The intended result of the in service training LTTA will be the establishing of a
transnational group of like-minded, adult education tutors, intercultural mediators,
trainers and guidance staff who will support each other and further develop their
working relationships into the future.

THRIVE partners…
GÉNÉRATIONS SOLIDAIRES VAL D'OISE 95 (France) – Coordinator
http://gsvo95.fr/
SPEHA FRESIA SC (Italy)
www.speha-fresia.eu
INICIATIVAS DE FUTURO PARA UNA EUROPA SOCIAL COOP (Spain)
www.ifescoop.eu
SPECTRUM RESEARCH CENTRE CLG (Ireland)
https://spectrumresearchcentre.com/
SKILLS ELEVATION FHB (Germany)
www.skillselevationfhb..com
PROPORTIONAL MESSAGE ASSOCIAÇÃO (Portugal)
http://proportionalmessage.eu/
This project will be implemented in the period 1 September 2020 – 31 August 2022
For more information on the project, please visit our website http://www.thrive-project.eu/
our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/Thrive-Project-100275325449183
or contact project partners

